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Some of the buyout industry's elite firms are focusing their radar on the common man.
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In the face of maturing portfolios among traditional investors in private equity, particularly those of corporate and public
pension systems, the industry is turning its eye to individual investors and 401(k) retirement plans in the quest for new,
untapped capital sources. Over the past 12 months, Blackstone Group, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co., Carlyle Group,
Oaktree Capital Management, and Apollo Global Management have either created new products or funds for individual
investors, or stated publicly their intention to do so. Fund-of-funds manager Pantheon, meanwhile, has hired a full-time
marketing professional to help develop products for the defined contribution market.

The products these firms propose run the gamut - from mutual funds and business development companies to real
estate investment trusts and exchange-traded funds -with various different flavors and tastes as well as fee structures.
But before they can claim success, firms must overcome a raft of challenges associated with raising money from the
retail market, including a need for liquidity and portability, as well as valuation limitations and fees.

Over the years, private equity firms have pitched funds to their wealthy investors, generally through feeder funds,
which typically require minimum commitments of between $250,000 to $1 million each. Such funds have accounted for
a higher percentage of the capital raised by private equity in recent years, according to our latest Sources of Capital 
survey.

More recently, however, several forces have inspired some private equity firms to market their funds even further down
the individual investor food chain. The passage of the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act last year quadrupled the
number of individual shareholders in a given private entity to 2,000, potentially opening funds up to a much wider
audience. At the same time, the fact that more large private equity firms are publicly traded has made the general
public more familiar with the asset class and the products these firms offer. Apollo, for example, operates seven
publicly traded vehicles, including the parent company, its European affiliate, a business development company, two
REITs and two closed-end funds.

Finally, the biggest firms have parlayed long-time relationships they have cultivated with investment banks into
distribution channels for individuals.
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Some firms, including KKR and Oaktree, went one step further, hiring people with retail marketing experience.

KKR , for one, has registered two mutual funds that will invest in credit products and also offers individual investors
access to KKR funds through a business development company called Corporate Capital Trust. The BDC was set up
as a joint venture between KKR and CNL Financial Group. However, by and large, those vehicles are only available to
accredited individual investors.

Carlyle, meanwhile, plans to offer access to its funds for a minimum commitment of as little as $50,000, thanks to a
newly registered investment vehicle. The vehicle, being formed in partnership with New York-based asset manager
Central Park Group, would provide individual investors entrée to a group of Carlyle funds and is being marketed
through Bank of America Merrill Lynch 's broker-dealer network. Carlyle's co-founder, David Rubenstein , has spent
the last few quarters doing road shows with individual investors and their advisers, marketing Carlyle's funds.

But marketing to individual investors comes with its share of challenges because individuals tend to have a greater
desire for liquidity. They are also more likely to want to exit their investments during tough times.

During the tech boom of the late 1990s and early 2000s, several firms, including BDirect Capital and Open Venture
Group, attempted to market funds or funds of funds with low minimums to accredited investors, only to fade into the
woodwork when the boom turned to bust.

For its part, Carlyle's new product in partnership with Central Park Group will allow investors to withdraw some money
quarterly after two years, although the board managing the fund will have the discretion to limit the total withdrawals.

John Frank, managing principal of Oaktree Capital Management, added that tolerance for a certain degree of illiquidity
may be a necessary adjustment for individual investors who truly want access to the higher returns that private equity 
offers.

"If investors want daily liquidity, that can't be done," said Mr. Frank. "Those who can tolerate a certain degree of
illiquidity are in a better position to benefit from market dislocation than someone who wants constant liquidity."

Individual investors also tend to lack the sophistication of their institutional counterparts, which can present its own
risks. In May, Goldman Sachs Group Inc. was ordered by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority to pay $2.5
million in the case of a woman who, on the recommendation of her broker, John Blondel Jr., invested in the Goldman
Sachs Special Opportunities Fund 2006, a vehicle providing access to three other Goldman funds.

Two members of a three-person arbitration panel ruled that the fund's subscription agreement was "defective and
invalid," but also said that the vehicle was a "complex instrument unsuitable for [the] claimant, who is not a
sophisticated investor."

Kenneth Berman , a partner of law firm Debevoise Plimpton LLP , said that while he wasn't familiar with the particular
case, in considering whether to access retail investors, alternative assets managers should "be aware of another
category of potential litigation."

A separate person familiar with the lawsuit said the FINRA ruling did not indicate what the panel thought was wrong
with the subscription agreement and that the suit was the first one of its type that Goldman had faced.

The 401(k) Dream

Even as they pitch their wares to a broader community of individual investors, private equity executives say that the
real jewel in the retail crown is a vast pool of defined contribution plans, or 401(k) pension assets.

"It is notable that the classic product that has done well for institutional investors is not available for defined
contribution plans," said Oaktree's Mr. Frank. "Someday, somebody will have to figure out that puzzle."

"I think [accessing] 401(k) accounts should be a priority for us in the long term," said Mr. Frank.
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Collectively, defined contribution plans constitute the largest pool of wealth, trumping defined benefit plans, according
to some estimates. Blackstone, for instance, said in an investor-day presentation in May that of the $19.5 trillion in
retirement assets as of the fourth quarter of 2012, defined contribution plans and individual retirement accounts
combined accounted for more than half of the total assets, or about 54%. By comparison, private and government
defined benefit plans collectively accounted for about 38%.

"It's pretty clear in the corporate world that most defined benefit plans have converted to defined contribution," said
Kevin Albert, global head of business development at Pantheon. Mr. Albert added that even some states are moving in
the direction of shifting their pensions over to defined contribution models.

"When that happens, that will put a major crimp in the ability of firms to raise money," he said

 

Developing structures to accommodate defined contribution plans has, so far, thwarted many firms. As with individual
investors, 401(k) investors also require a certain level of liquidity that makes integrating illiquid assets classes like
private equity a challenge. Participants in 401(k) and other defined contribution plans are accustomed to having the
ability to take out loans, roll over contributions or take other liquidity measures.

Pantheon, which recently hired Michael Riak, former director of savings and affiliate plans at Verizon
Communications Inc ., to help market to defined contribution plans, aims to address this challenge, partly through a
fund-of-funds structure. Mr. Albert said the co-investment and secondary components present in most funds of funds,
which help to mitigate the J-curve for institutional investors, would create a "liquidity cushion" that could allow defined
contribution plan participants to cash out if necessary.

The firm plans to focus its efforts on "target-date funds," which are the default funds most employees are shuffled into
in corporate plans and are formulated to become less risky as an individual nears retirement.

"Basically target-date funds are similar to mini-defined benefit plans," Mr. Albert said. The plan sponsor selects the
asset mix, typically more aggressive earlier in the fund to lock in gains and capitalize on compound interest. Similar to
the investment trajectory of institutional investors, the initial entry would likely be a small percentage that would
increase marginally over time, he said.

"We're not creating a separate box where you can check 'I want 10%, 20% or 50%,'" he said. "We won't be marketing
to individuals."
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Compounding the liquidity and portability issue is the question of valuation. With the passage of new accounting
standards such as FASB 157, private equity firms have migrated to offering quarterly valuations of their portfolios. But
for an industry that thrives on daily valuations to accommodate investors seeking to or needing to liquidate their
holdings, that's a substantial information gap.

Advances in back-office technology may help narrow that gap. Eric Bernstein, chief executive at eFront, which
provides software to the private equity industry, said some of his clients "decided to go on a limb" and look into setting
a daily net asset value.

"By allowing that calculation, you change the whole barrier to entry to the market," he said, adding that funds of funds
tend to be ahead of the curve on valuations by closing their books monthly.

The Fee Debate
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Valuation and liquidity challenges also raise the question of whether private equity firms will have to alter their fee
structures, particularly given the way they calculate and award carried interest, in order to accommodate 401(k)
investors. "Given that fees are performance-based and you'll need the ability to redeem in between, it may be the case
the firms will have to make an estimate," said Mr. Bernstein of eFront. "Funds call capital for fees. It's not necessarily
transparent or predictable."

The issue isn't insurmountable, but does have a number of moving parts, said Mr. Albert, likening it to the process that
secondary buyers use to approach the purchase of a limited partner stake. The underlying value of portfolio
companies, the amount of debt to pay down and clawbacks would all have to be factored into the calculation.

Ann Hughes, vice president and head of business development at Sammons Retirement Solutions, said that
companies in her industry use access to alternatives, including real assets, commodities and real estate, as a way to
differentiate themselves. But so far, incorporating private equity has proved to be elusive.

"At some point, we will, when we find the right fit, the right share class, with no redemption fees," she said. "We don't
want charges that would make it prohibitive."

A Long Road Ahead

Despite the challenges associated with the retail market, private equity executives say they are committed to
developing the right structures for the market, even if that takes time.

Apollo President Marc Spilker said on a recent earnings call that although retail investors, including high-net-worth
individuals, represent an important part of the firm's strategy, Apollo is only "chipping away at it."

"The challenge for us in the retail space is delivering our best products into a space that has tended to prefer things
that are highly liquid," said Mr. Spilker. "So we are just being very mindful of [that]. We want to really protect our brand,
and so we are going to be very opportunistic in terms of launching funds that we think are…appropriate for the long
term."
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